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to their account, had altered a little since their
previous examination.
The foetus was eight inches long. The differ
ence in the circumference of the neck within
the indentation, and without it, one inch. No
notice was. given to Avery or his friends that this
examination was to take place.
It was proved that the deceased came to the
house of her sister’s husband, a Mr Rawson, in
Woodstock, Connecticut, last June. Her sister
bad not seen her before for five years. She re
mained in Woodstock till the first of October
when she went to Fall River.—She had resided
at Lowell, two years ago, when Mr. Avery had
been stationed there, ahd had been a member of
the Methodist Church. She attended a Cainp
meeting at Thompson, in the vicinity of Woodstock—the last of last August, and just before
leaving her sister’s.— On the first of October,
she stated to her and her husband, that she be
lieved herself with child by Mr. Avery. She
stated that she had met him at the Thompson
camp meeting and named a particular day, (viz.
Thursday, August 29,) hour and place, where
the thing happened. Some very delicate inqui
ries were gone into for the purpose of proving
that her pregnancy did originate at this time.
At the time of her death she had been in Fall
River since the first of October. She was em
ployed as a weaver in one of the factories there.
She boarded, at first, at a Mrs. Cole’s, .and the
last four weeks at a Mrs. Hathaway’s.
It appeared that she left her boarding house,
on the afternoon of the 20th of December, about
six o’clock, before the mills closed work. She
had said some days before that she was going
out that afternoon. She seemed in better spirits
than common, and said she was going to Joseph
Durfee’s. (This is in a direction quite opposite
to the stack )
Her trunk and bandbox were brought from
Mrs. Hathaway’s on Friday morning, to John
Durfee’s house, when the inquest was sitting.
The key was found in her pocket. In the trunk,
four letters were found, one seated, directed to
Rev. Mr. Bidwell—the Methodist minister at
Fall River—and three open directed’to herself.
One was yellow, or straw color, one red or pink,
and the other white. On Saturday afternoon;
while searching her bandbox, a strip of paper
with a piece of peiicil was found by ti Mrs. Bor
der, among the clothes, about half way down,
doubled up and containing these words—“ If I am missing, inquire of Rev. Mr. Avery,
Bristol, he will know where I am gone.

Df the State of Rhode Island and Providence
Plantations, sitting at Newport, -before Chief
'Justice Samuel Eddy iTiid Judges Charles
Mr ay ton and Job Durfee.
Counsel for the State—Albert C. Greene, Esq.
Attorney General ; the Hon. Dutee J. Pearce,
of Newport ; and VVm. R. Staples, Esq. of Prov
idence.
For the Prisoner—the Hon. Jeremiah Mason,
of Boston ; Richard R. Randolph, Henry Y.
XJ^anstoQ, and J. Turner, Esqrs. of Newport ;
and -------- Blake, Esq. qf Bristol.
The trial came on at a special session of the
Court, holdèn by adjournment on Monday the
6th of May, 1833. It was on an indictment fotuid
thè preceding March term.
The indictment
contained three counts. The first count charged
that the prisoner on thè 20th of December, 1832,
at Tiverton, murdered one Sarah Maria Cornell,
by puttingcord about her neck and strangling
iter.
I’he second count charged, that thè murder
was committed by puttincr a cord about the neck
of the deceased, and afterwards’affixing the cord
to a stake, and so strangling her.
The third count charged the murder to have
been committed as well by certain mortal blows
inflicted on the sides and abdomen of the de
ceased, as by the sort of strangling mentioned in
the first count.
To this indictment the prisoner had pleaded
iiot guilty.
On Monday, the Court ordered a venire to is
sue, returnable the next day, for forty eight ju
rymen in addition to fourteen already in court.
8. M. CORNELL.”
- On Tuesday, these sixty-two jurymen were
Dec. 20th.
gone through with, and all but six were chal
lenged either by the government or prisoner.
John Durfee, thought he saw the same piece
The principal ground of challenge was the fact of paper on Friday, while examining the band
of having already formed an opinion on the case. box. It was at the bottom of the box with a
A new
was then ordered to issue for sixty piece of pencil. He recognized it by the size,
additional jurors, returnable at three the next and its soiled appearance ; he did not unfold it,
afternoon.
or think it, at the time, of any consequence. The
On Wednesday, the Court met at 3 P. M. and writing was pencil mark, and Rawson, brotherproceeded to call from the new pannel, till six in-law of the deceased, thought it her hand. It
additional jurors were obtained. The jury was was read to the Jury, on this evidence.
The red letter was directed to Sarah M. Cor
then organized, and the indictment read.
On Thursday morning, (May 9th) the case nell, care of Mrs. Cole, Fjill River. Mr. Cole
was opened for the Government by Dutee J. swore that while the deceased boarded with him,
a letter, which he thinks the same, was handed
• Pearce, Esq.
It was proved by the prosecution, that the de to him, by a Mr. Oswell, the engineer of the Fall
ceased was found hanging at a stake in a stack River and Providence Steamboat. He gave it to
yard belonging to John Durfee, at Tiverton, on his daughter, who testified that she gave it to
Friday morning, December 21st. The stack the deceased. Oswell swore, that he received
yard is about a quarter of a mile from the out the letter, which he declared was The identical
skirts of Fall River village, in sight of the vil red letter, handed to him in Court, at Provi
lage, and of Durfee’s house, which was about 60 dence, he could not tell exactly when, but he
rods distant. It is on the left hand side of the thought at the time of the four day’s meeting
road leading to Fall River, between the road and there, from a tall man, in a cloak, about 9 in the
the shore of Mount Hope Bay. The land about, morning. That on Christmas day, he went to
very rough, with large fast stones and some Mr. Avery’s house, at Bristol, and there at once
bushes. Her comb was fouhff in two pieces, at recognized him to be the man and told him so.
different times and places, but in the same gen That at the time when the letter was given him,
eral direction from the stack, and 20 rods from it. the boat run to Fall River, on Tuesdays, Thurs
When found, her hair was scattered in disorder days and Fridays only. On this evidence the
over her face, so as to cover it entirely ; her ca red letter was read as follows :
lash was on ; the strings of it (as afterwards dis
PROVIDENCE, NOV. ---- , 1831.
covered) under the cord ; her cloak hooked, ex
Dear Sister—I received your letter in due
cept a short space over the breast ; her shoes season and should have answered it before now
were off, and stood side by side at a little dis but I thought I would wait till this opportunity—
tance on the right side of her feet, or as one wit as I told you I am willing to help you and do
ness stated, just behind her feet.
Her toes for you as circumstances are, I should rather you
touched the ground $ her knees were bent for would come to this place, viz. Bristol in the
ward, nearly to the ground ; the clothes, accord stage on 18th December, and stop at the Hotel
ing to the testimony of one witness, were carried and stay till 6 in the evening, and then go up di
back smoothly towards the feet ; her Handker rectly across the main st. to the brick building
chief was on the ground, a little distance on her near to the stone meeting-house where I will
left, and her glovés were on. Both arms were meet you and talk with you—when you stop at
under the cloak, the left arin hanging down, the the tavern either inquire for work or go out to
other raised to her breast. There was no ap the street on pretence of looking for some or
pearance of trampling or struggling in or about something else and 1 may see you say nothing
the stack yard.
about me or my family7 should it storm On the
The body was cut down and lajd within the 18th come the 20th if you cannot come and
stack yard. It was soon after put into a waggon it will be more convenient to meet me at the
and carried to Durfee’s house, where a coroner’s methodist meeting house in summersett just over
inquest was held upon it. This was Friday. the ferry on either of the above evenings I will
The inquest adjourned to Saturday, when they meet you there at the same time or if you can
agreed upon a verdict, in substance, suicide, and not do either I will come to fall river on one of
the body was buried.
the above evenings back of the same meeting
The cord was a piece of three stranded mar house where I once saw you, at any hour you say
line twine, rather smaller than a goose quill. It on either of the above evenings when there will
was probably four .double. Two witnesses only betheleast passing I should think before the
•observed thè kno( on the stake : one says it was mills stop work this I will leave with you if I
a slip knot, the other that there were several half come I will come if it does not storm very hard
hitches about the stake. Two witnesses say they if it does the first I will come the second write
took the knot on the neck to be a clove nitch. me soon and tell me which—when you write
The cord was cutoff close to the knot, and the direct your letters to Betsey Hills Bristol and
string was so deeply imbedded in the flesh, that not as you have to me remember this your last
?ihe knot could not easily be seen. . Four ends letter I am afraid was broken open.
stuck out from the knot. One end was picked
wear your calash and not your plain bonnet
out, and carried round the neck. The siring you can send your letter by mail.
scarne off in twe pieces. From the knot on the
S; M. C.
Yours, &c.
B. H.
.neck to the knot on the stake was from four to
let me still enjoin the secret keep the letters
;six inches.
in your bosom or burn them up.
The body was laid out on Friday afternoon. The
During the examination at Bristol there was
■women who laid it out testify, that all the lower
part of the abdomen was black like one bruise, found in the shop of a Mr. Smith at Fall River a
:and that there were black spots on the sides of half sheet of paper corresponding so exactly in
the abdomen, just above the hips, like distinct every respect especially the edges where it had
prints, one on each side, of thumbs and fingers, been torn with a half sheet on which the white
the thumbs forward. It does not appear that letter found in the trunk of the deceased was
tthey gave any information of these appearances written, that no doubt it was the other half, of
to the inquest which agreed on Saturday, or to the same sheet. According to the testimony of
Smith and Hamden, the latter came to Smith’s
the subsequent inquest which met on Monday.
On occasion of this second inquest, the body shop on Saturday evening of the first week of
was taken up, and examined by Drs. Hooper and the Bristol examination, and wanted all the pa
Wilbur. They extracted the foetus, but did not per Smith had ; when this half sheet was found
remove the cloth which covered the lower part of down about the middle of a half ream of the
the abdomen. They discovered some scratches same quality and water mark which lay on Mr.
and marks of grass on the knees and legs below, Smith’s shelf for sale. This half ream had been
a slio-ht contusion near the right hip, and some bought of a pedlar. Smith had previously
.discolorations on the sidesòf'the abdomen, which searched about his desk and on the shelves for a
they took for incipient putrefaction. The inden half sheet without fibding one. Smith testified
tation was horizontal about the neck, equi-distant that Mr. Avery was in his shop on the 8th of
(about an inclrand an eighth) from ear to ear December. It appeared from the testimony of
and about three eighths of an inch deep. At’this Smith, and a Mr. Howland, who was in his shop
at the time, that he had preached the day before
time they noticed no other appearances.
On the 25th of January, the body was disin at Fall River, and came in with Mr. Bidwell, as
terred again, principally to see if the right arm he was passing to the stage office, to take pas
was broken. It was found to be sound.
I he sage to Bristol. While he was there the stage
examination was by the same physicians. They passed by. There was some conversation be
laid the body entirely bare. They found the ab tween him and Mr. Bidwell, about writing to the
domen, and the back, low,down ®n e;tch Sltle ot editor of the Village Record on account of a
the spine, of a dark color. By dissection they piece in his paper. Smith thinks Avery called
discovered extravasated blood, and concluded for paper. Howland" thinks he saw a piece in
these appearances to be produced by bruises. his hand
----- - —neither recollect that he. wrote. The
Thev testify also to certain appearances of the | driver of the stage first saw Mr. Avery coming
woinbj from which they concluded that soma in-1 toward the stable where fie waa hitching on his

horses.—He was about opposite the post office,
~ 4 the
R „ _opposite
.
* , _ side of
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.
on
the street.
He went
from the stable to the door of the hotel, where
he got in the stage and rode to Bristol.
On this evidence, the white letter was read as
follows:
.
FALL RIVER, DECEMBER 8tH.

I will be here on the 20th at the place named,
at 6 o’clock if not pleasant the next Monday eve
SAY NOTHING.”

I

Afterwards, just at the close of the examination
of the witnesses for Government, a Mr. Lesure,
swore that in December last, he was assistant
Post Master at Fall River, that he recollected
having on one occasion, delivered 8. M. Cornell,
a one cent letter, and that the same letter was
dropped into the box, by a man who had previ
ously been pointed-^out to him, as Mr. Avery.
Moreover, that he had lived at Fall River, that
he had frequently talked about these letters, but
had never mentioned to any body his knowledge
on this point, till he mentioned it to the counsel
for government about an hour before examina
tion.
Seth Darling testified that on the night of the
19th of November he acted as assistant postmas
ter at Fall River. That thé mki| to Bristol that
day contained but one letter ; that it was the
impression on his mind, that letter was directed
to Rev. Mr. Avery, Bristol ; that he had a sort
of a recollection that it was dropped in at the
same time with.another letter directed to Grindall Rawson, Woodstock. That he did not know
either Rawson or Avery. That when first ex
amined at Bristol, he recollected nothing about
the Bristol letter being dropped in at the same
time with the other to Rawson. That when he
hearc: Rawson’s name at Bristol he recollected
thexcircumstance.
The Bristol postmaster testified that it appear
ed from the books of his office that one letter
only came from Bristol on the 19th. That 6 cents
postage charges dated the 12th & 19th were found
on his books against Mr. Avery. One in his hand
writing and one in that of his son. (The son
swore both charges were in his hand.) That it
was his custom to charge letters when put into
the boxes.
It was proved, that when Mr. Avery-first came
to Bristol, there was a young woman’residing in
his family named Betsey Hills. Mr. Avery was
proved to have been a day or two at the four day’s
meeting at Fall River in October, and some evi
dence was offered on the point that he was seen
walkirtg with S. M. Cornell, after the close of a
certain Saturday evening meeting, at that time.
It was proved that Mr. Avery crossed the Bris
tol ferry to the Rhode Island side about 2 o’clock
on Thursday afternoon (Dec. 20th) and that he
was lighted to bed at the ferry house at a quar
ter to ten at night, it being too late to cross to
Bristol.
One witness saw a tall man, that afternoon,
with dark clothes and a broad brimmed hat, cros
sing the fields, behind the'ferry house, towards
a cross road leading to Howland’s Bridge. Two
young men in a waggon, met such a sort of a man
about 3 o’clock on the road to the bridge. Peleg
Cranston, the keeper of Howland’s bridge, swore
that a man of, the same desçriptioù passed his
bridge, on the way to Fall River, about three
that afternoon, and that when he saw Mr. Avery
at Bristol, it struck him that he was the man. Fie
also testified that the gates of the bridge are shut
about nine in the evening ; but that persons can
get down on the beach and go round the gate,
and that on the morning of the 21st he observed
tracks apparently made the. night before. Two
other witnesses living near the bridge saw a man
of the above description coming from the bridge
on the Fall River road.
A tall man with dark
surtout and broad brimmed hat, was seen in the
vicinity of the stack yard by three witnesses ; by
one, about sunset ; by 2others, halfan hour later.
When first seen by these' witnesses, he was site
ting on a wall in the fields ; he slipped from it,
and walked slowly off, in a direction towards
Fall River. A tall man, with a dark surtout and
flat fur cap, had tea at Lawton’s tavern in Fall
River, about six that evening.
Two witnesses were introduced who heard
screams that night in the direction of thé stack
yard, one about a quarter to eight, and the oth
er about a quarter to nine. Qne witness testified
that he had. walked from the stack yard to the
Bristol ferry in an hour and twenty-nine minutes,
trotting about half the way, and leaving his coat
on the road. The distance from the stack yard
to Howland’s bridge is sjx miles, and rising two
from the bridge to the ferry.
It appeared that the prisoner had given the
following account of the way in which he, had
spent the afternoon and evening, That he went
onto the Island to see the coal mines and to
view the country. That on his way to the mines,
across the fields, he met a man with a gun ; that
he passed through a certain white gate near the
mines ; that from the mines fie went down the
west side of tfie Island to a Mr. Freeborn’s, but
learning from a boy that Freeborn was not at
home, he kept down the Island for some distance,
and then steered off in a westerly direction for a
Mr. Wilcox’s. He came out into the west road
near the Union meeting house about dark, when,
as it was growing late, and he did not know ex
actly the situation of Wilcox's house (for he lived
off the road) he concluded to steer for home.
His ancle, which had been dislocated some time
before, grew weak and pained him to such a de
gree that he was obliged to walk very slow.—
The Union meeting house is six miles from the
ferry.
The case was opened for the prisoner on Thurs
day (May 16) by Richard K. Randolph, Esq.
It was proved by the testimony of Drs. Miller
of Franklin, Turner of Newport, Parsons of Prov
idence, Channing of Boston, and several other
physicians, that dark appearancesand spots upon
the body especially about the lower parts of the
abdomen, after death, are very common, produced
by the leaking out and settling of blood ; and
that 36 days after death it would not be possible
to distinguish with any certainly, whether the dis
coloration of the body was produced by this cause
or by violence. That the muscles on each side
of the lower part of the spine being the lowest
part of a body as it lay in a coffin are especially
subject to be turned black by the settling of the
blood, and that the test of washing is no safe
guide to distinguish the discoloration caused in
this way from That produced by bruises. That
from the elasticity of the abdomen it is very dif
ficult even by tha severest blows, to produce
bruises on its exterior'Surface, and that no pres
sure of the fingers could raise black and blue
spots upon it. That the appearance of the ute
rus and the neighboring organs, relied upon by
Drs. Hooper and Wilbur as proofs of an attempt
to produce abortion were the usual appearances
of those organs in av short time after death.
That according to the best authorities a foetus
eight inches long would indicate a pregnancy of
over 5 months. ' That according to the calcula
tions of Beclard a fœtus might attain the length
of eight incites in four months, but thht he, was sin
gular in this opinion, all the other,& some of them
better authorities, holding the? opinion .first men
tioned. That their experience coincided with this
first opinion, & that they should consider a fretus

of eight inches at three months and 20 days out ry as the man who passed the bridge on the af
of the ordinary cou rse of nature. That the consti ternoon of the 25th of December, and that he
tutional change relied upoh by the government to had since said, he could not think Mr. Avery
prove the commencement of the pregnancy of r did pass that day. A witness was also introduced,
the deceased to have been about the time ofithe who swore that he passed round the gate on the
camp meeting was by no means an in variable in beach himself, that night. It was also proved,
dication of the commencement of that state, but that the clove hitch is a knot in familiar use with
liable to frequent exceptions.
weavers in factories.
The history of the deceased was then very fully gone
Mr. Harvey Harnden having been introduced
into for the purpose of showing that the infamy of her
character and the constitution of her mind were such by tltegovernmete to prove the circumstances
under which he arrested Mr. Avery at Rindge,
as might predispose her to suicide.
It appeared that at the time of her death she was in N. H. evidence was put in by the prisoner, that
her thirty-first year ; that she was born in Rupert, Vt. he left Bristol against his own will, and by the
that she served an apprenticeship as a tailoress hi urgent advice of Mr. Bullock and others.
¡Norwich, Conn. But little appeared as to her history
4 he case on the part of the prisoner was an
ti ll within the last ten or twelve years. ¡Since that nounced to be closed on Saturday, (May 25.)
time she was proved to have been at Pawtucket, SlaThe government then proceeded to call some
tersville. Lowell, Dorchester, Lynn, Dover, Somers
worth, Waltham and several other places generally as new witnesses, but nothing was offered essential
a weaver in some factory but sometimes at service in ly to vary the case as it stood on Saturday.
a family. While at Pawtucket ten or twelve years
ago, she was detected in stealing goods from a numEnquirer
her of dry goods shops in Providence. Afterwards Q John
” Randolph.
w
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Methodist church axi Slatersville, and was baptized by
the Rev. Edward 1’. 'Paylor. After a year or two she ecution of these items. From these explana
was expelled ffir fornication and lying.
tions it was gathered, that Mr. R. had left all
The accoimt she gave of herself to several witness his slaves free, except the infirm and aged,
es was that the man she was to have married, married
It is believed
her sister, (Rawson denied ever having paid his ad who are to be provided for.
dresses to her or ever having thought of marrying her) that he has left the burthen of his estate to
—that her-sister was so jealous of her that she could; his two half-brothers,,
________ j
_____
Judge Henry
St.
not live at home, 'fhat her disappointment bad a I Georgt? Tucker, of Virginia, and Judge Bevstrong effect on her mind ; that she left home with the J edv Tucker. late of Missouri — Fl? hn« nn
tntenuon to drown herself, that she afterwards conclu‘1
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It
ded to change her name and never to return to her W
the
Pennsylvanian
foeuds, She seems to have been of,a stfange, un is probable, that he has left several legacies
steady temperament, oecasionally indicating some in his written will to his particular friends.”
thing like insanity, always anxious, even in the midst
of profligacy, to figure as a member of the. Methodist
communion ; artful, as was proved by several singu
Reception of Mr. Webster at Utica.—On his
lar pieces of testimony, and totally regardless of truth.
It seems sufficiently proved, that the thought of suicide arrival at Utica on Thursday last week, Mr.
VVebsterwas waited upon by about three
was familiar to her..
When Mr. Avery came to Lowell in 1830, he found hundred of the citizens of that place, withher there a member of the Methodist Church. L
__
Soon I out distinction of party, to manifest personalafter she obtained from him a certificate of her mem
bershin «roti»«- fhm
; ~~'~I ty
resPect
they
for his
uersnip, stating that she was going
to a camp meeting
o which
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on the Cape, and thence to her friends in Connecticut. | Character. On the next morning he proceedBul
she returned
to Whitesboro accompanied by a large
r instead' of\going
a to Connecticut,
~ .......
. ............... to,™
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Lowell, and retained the certificate in her possession, party of gentlemen, partook with them of a
Not long alter, charges for fornication were exhibited cold collation prepared by S. Newton Dex
against her. She confessed the truth of the charges,
and by the advice of Mr. Avery, left the town, She ter, Esq. and from thence visited the York
told him she had lost the certifieaie he had given her. Mills, and returned by the way of New-Hart
After she was gone she was read out of the church. ford.
He left Utica, on the same afternoon
She went to Dover, and attempted to use this certifi for the west.
cate to obtain admission to the church there. A cor
It is grateful for us, says the Editor of the
respondency took place between Mr. Avery and the
minister at Dover, in w hich the former gave an ac Sentinel, to remark, that on this occasion no
count of her expulsion from his church and the rea feelings were suffered to intrude which were
sons of it. He also wrote to her demanding the certifi not in entire harmony with those testimonies
cate, which she sent. Afterwards she went to Somers of respect spontaneously rendered to this dis
worth, whence she wrote two or three letters of confes
sion and penitence to Mr. Avery, of which he look no tinguished man by members of both political
notice, h appeared that at Lowell she was severely parties.
afflicted with lues veneara, a fact which came to the
knowledge of Mr. Avery, and that the disorder contin
MEMPHIS, TEN«. MAT 15.
ued after she went to Somersworth.—Being full of
anxiety to be again admitted into the Methodist
Cholera.—This frightful and mysterious dis
church, s^e came to Lowell in 1831 to get signatures
to a sort of a paper, by which the church at Lowell ease has again made its appearance among us.
consented to her being admitted to a probation at —Steamboats pass frequently, and we learn
Somersworth. She g-ot some signatures.—Whether from passengers that the Cholera is raging be
Mr. Avery signed it, did not appear. Bu-t it did ap low to a® alarming extent.—Advocate.
pear that at Lowell and Somersworth, «he expressed
on several occasions, great anger al his agency in
keeping her out of the church, and threatened to be
Freshet in James iRiver.—The Freshet in
revenged upon him even at the risk of her own life'. the James River is beginning to subside.
She returned to Somersworth, and not long after left None but the roughest estimate can be form
the town very suddenly. She was next heard of at
Boston, afterwards was a few weeks at Waltham, and ed of the extent of the mischief which has
been done in Virginia by the present freshet
in June, 1832, arrived at her sister's at Woodstock.
The history of Mr. Avery at the camp meeting at —but we have heard some persons calculate
Thompson w'as next very fully gone into, and it was it at & little less than a million of dollars !
proved by the connected testimony of a number of wit
Richmond Compiler,
nesses, that at the time fixed by the deceased as that of
,his meeting her,'he was engaged' in the religious ser
vices of the camp meeting.
The Great Potomac Bridge.—We learn
It was also proved that on the only day that Mr. from Washington by a letter of the 26th, that
Avery was at Providence, during the four days meet
ing there, in the month of Novtjmber, on which he “ the great bridge of forty-three arches, across
could have delivered the red letter to Oswell, the an- the Potomac, and over a mile long, was let
'gineer, he wynt from the house of a Mr. Gillson to a by contract to a company from the State of
sunrise meeting at the Methodist church, which lasted Pennsylvania, for Si,400,000. There were 17
till a few minutes after eight ; that he^went from this
meeting in company with another gentleman to the offers, who ranged from that sum to $7,500,house of Mr. Gillson, where he breakfasted ; that after 000—and the writer is “ of opinion, that the
breakfast he went oat saying he had an errand at Mr, highest is too low —in some places the water
Fuller’s ; that he came into Fuller’s about half after is 45 feet deep.”—Richmond Compiler.
eight, and remained there till nine, and that he wasjn
the church when the nine o’clock meeting began and
Bibles for the Blind.—On Friday, at an ex
remained thhre till dinner time. 'I’he wharf where the
Fall River boat lay, is rather less than a mile' from hibition of the Blind, the audience voted to
Gillson’s.and about three quarters'of a mile from recommend to the American Bible Society,
Fuller’s.—From Gillsop’s the distance is about a quar
to cause an edition of the New Testament, to
ter of a mile.
,
It was also shown tfiat ©swell, the engineer, when be published for the Blind, and a contribution
be came to see Avery al Bristol, went no further than was made on the spot of about $200 to aid in
to say that Mr. Avery resembled the man who deliv carrying their benevolent intentions into efered him the letter, a,nd’that he said he was not sure feet.—¿os. Pat.
enough of it to swear he was the man.
It was proved by the testimony of a Mr. Pratt, that
he was standing in the door of Iram Smith’s store the
Accidents.—Several accidents happened in
afternoon in which the half sheet of paper, (corres
ponding to the white letter) w-as found there.'i That a this village last week, which, as near as we
taH 'man in a cap and’cloak w'hom the witness did not
can ascertain, were as follows:
know, came into the door, passed round behind the
counter, and stopped al the desk where Smith was
The wife -of Mr. Daniel Guptil, of Ber
writing, close beside the shelf where the paper lay, af wick, while driving a horse and waggon over
ter a moment or two, he passed out of the store. The
the bridge, the horse took fright from a cove
witness was so struck with the appearance of the man,
that he inquired ofSmith who he was, but could not with a board over her face, and became un
get any information. Soon after Mr, Harnden came manageable. In the attempt to rein him up,
in and asked Smith for all the paper in his store, as the waggon was upset and Mrs. Guptil
the paper was lifted down, the quires shook apart, and thrown to the ground striking against the
this half sheet dropped out. Harnden picked It up and
called on those present 16 take notice that this was the hind part of the waggon with such violence
that it was some minutes before it could be
ha If sheet.
Some witnesses were introduced to rebut the pre ascertained whether life were remaining in
sumption attempted to be established by the govern her or not. She received a severe cut in her
ment, that the prisoner had an interview with the de forehead, and was badly bruised in several
ceased at the time of the Fall River four days meeting.
She was carried
It was farther proved that Mr. Avery had talked of other parts of the body.
making an excursion on the island, that he had al home (about four miles) a few days since,
ways been much in the habit of sb,teary rambles and and is, we learn, likely to. recover.
that the afternoon of the 20th of December was very
A Mr. Mooney was considerably injured
pleasant for the season.
It was proved by a number of witnesses who had on Monday, by the caving in of a well, in
knowm him for twelve years, that his character for which he was at *tvork.
kindness, humanity and continency, had always been
On Friday afternoon of last week, Francis,
wholly unimpeachable.
a very promising and interesting son, of Mr.
One of the witnesses for government had sworn that
Philip F. Scanlan, of this place, aged 8 years,
she had seen a tall man on the 29th of December, with
a dark colored surtout and broad brimmed hat, pass was drowned in the canal. He was sent on
ing through the white gate near the coal mines, but an errand to his father in one of the mills,
she swore it was about twelve o’clock. Evidence was about three o’clock, and was not missed till
introduced to show that she had formerly said it was in about 5, when a search was commenced and
the afternoon, and to prove that from the circumstan•
ces on which she relied to fix the time, it mu*t have continued by a large number of citizens till
been in the afternoon. Two witnesses saw a man of 11 o’clock at night, when he was found and
similar appearance pass that gate some day that w'eek, delivered to his distressed parents.
but they would not fix the day or hour. It was testified
Great Falls Journal of 8th inst.
that it was a very rare thing to see a man, not one of
the neighbors pass the gate at any time. Another wit
ness saw a man within the gate that afternoofi, but di,d
Yankee Speculation.—The Palmyra Sentin
not take notice enough of him to describe him.
el states that two canal boats recently passed
One witness testified that as she was returning home
that evening, between 8 and 9, she overtook and that place, eastward, freighted with two hun
passed a tall man, dressed in dark clothes, walking dred and fifty barrels (25,000 dozen) Eggs
very slow tow-ards the Bristol Ferry ; and that she frotri Ohio. These valuable cargoes were,
mentioned this circumstance to her sister when she got owned by a speculator from ‘f down east.”
home. Her sister swore that she did arrive al the

house about nine, and did mention to her hav
Col. White has been again elected the deL
ing passed a man on the road. The witnesses
His majority over Gen,
stated that they liad not mentioned this circum egate for Florida,
stance to any one else, till March last, and sta Call, the administration candidate, exceeds
ted, as a reason, that it had not occurred to 500,
them till then, that the fact was of any impor
tance.
Black Hawk and his companions, says thè
It was testified that Cranston, the toll keeper,
made no attempt at Bristol, to identify Mr. Ave- Washington Globe, are to visit Boston,

.

Cincinnati, mat 28.
; Last words of Mr. Randolph.— A corresmaster, until he has paid the price of his
North Western Bank oj Virginia.—It will pondent of the Village Recorder, has address- ■ läÄMPÖlIWi
emancipation, when he is to be entirely free,
&c. A loan of 15 millions sterling to the be recollected that this Bank, which is loca- j ed a letter to the Editor of that paper, giving
SATURDAY, JUNE 15, 1833.
West India proprietors, &c. All children ted at Wheeling, was robbed in Oct. last, the following particulars of the last moments,
LATE FROM EUROPE.
On
Saturday
evening
last,
two
of
the
rob-1
of
the
singular
being
whose
recent
demise
By the packet ship New York, London under 6 years of age to be free from passage
The President’s Tour.—The President
bers were taken at the theatre in this city has called forth such a variety of remark in
papers to the morning of the 30th of April, of the act.
of
the United States left Washington City on
The London Courier denounces the ! and have been sent to Wheeling, viz: Wm. the public journals.
and Liverpool to the 1st of May have been
Sir
71 r Dear
n
ct™ I:—I send you a few remarks ; Thursday of last week, (6th inst.) accompanischeme as wild and visionary, and as injuri | Huff, alias Devaugh, alias Moore, and----- ! My
received at New York.
, whose ed by Mr McLane secretary of State, Mr.
r
The intelligence from England is of con ous to the interests of the Slaves themselves. ’ McPherson, from the latter of whom, we un on the death of John• R> andolph
28 men were arrested at Kilkenny 6th I derstancl, a considerable sum was some time death chamber I have just left:
Secretary of War Mr Donelson his
siderable interest. Orr the 26th of April, a
1
is
pre
«u-!
The
destroying
angel
has
passed
hts
wand Gass Secretary ot war, Mr. uoneison, ms
8 of whom were afterwards released, • since recovered in Maryland. It is presu-!
motion was brought forward in the House pt May,
u me ruuuuuuui ™.i.uyv...... iron, vurmm enc.muiuu.™»,
theycircumstances,
! over the boasted
of Poeahontas,' private Secretary & Col. Earle. He arrived
| med, from that
certain
t1-» *desceiiihuil
l--Commons by Sir W. Ingilby to reduce the and the remainder conveyed to goal.
The Cholera was committing great ravages ! are the same persons who entered and rob- and the wreck of mortality has sunk into its ; at Baltimore, on Thursday afternoon, where
duty on malt from 20s to 10s per quarter.
i bed the Jewelry store of Messrs. Monteiths, original elements.
John Randolph is 1 he~ was received with considerable cerernoAfter a long debate, it was carried by a ma at Lisbon.
He tarried at Baltimore on Friday—
jority of ten votes in a House consisting of Oporto dates are to 1st May. An insurrec- ■ in Baltimore, a few weeks since,* of goods to )uo)e ! ! He expired yesterday, in the City [
had taken place at Figuara, near Oporto, i the amount of from 7 to $9000. Mr. Kelly 'Hotel, at htdf past twelve o clock, It was an-j
• • i ♦
u
314 members.
It was observed by Lord tion
in favor of Don Pedro, which was entirely ' of Columbus, traced them to this city, where nounced by his friends that the corpse might ’ rode through the principal streets on horseAlthorp, that this vote had placed the Gov successful.
they were discovered and taken by Messrs. be seen this afternoon ; with many others, I back in the forenoon,bowing to the by-standernment in a situation of extreme embar
-----.
^¿**1 •
»
•
.
1
_ I «-*
°
»
■
•
- — .—
1-» z-*
i crii'*
Ù •’
1
i*
'
The affairs
ofz» the
East are adjusted
in al
Doty,
Hazen and Wiseman, who
brought
went to see it •; ♦the
rush
was rrvcint
great •; urline»
when n.at♦ j ers as _ he passedTÌ*
along, &in the afternooiL re
rassment. The diminution of the malt duty
ay which leaves the Pacha of Egypt mas- them before James .Glenn, Esq. who com- length the object met the eye what a sight I ceived the visits of the citizens. At 6 o’clock
would cause a reduction of two millions in way
¡for the-moralist and the anatomist to gaze j
the amount of the revenue for the year, ac ter of the four Pachalics of Syria, together
i on ! A wreck of organic matter ; a second on Saturday morning he left Baltimore for
cording to the estimates of the Chancellor of with their dependencies.
Calvin Edson ! When I looked at the shrunk- j Philadelphia, where he arrived the same eve
From
the
Philadelphia
Inquirer
of
June
4.
the Exchequer.—The subject appears to
en, the emaciated, Voltaire-like countenance ;1 ning. He was received in that city with
FROM
BUENOS
AYRES.
have excited a very deep interest, and it
the small chin, the sunken eye, the sharp,. many marks of respect. On Sunday he at
Advices from Buenos Ayres to the 30th March Extract of a letter to the Editor, dated
would seehi that thé continuance of the
small and slightly aquiline nose ; the high 1
WHEELING, JUNE 1.
Ministers in office depends upon the ultimate have been received in iNew York by the brig
tended divine service at the first Presbyteri
luitia is
in maThe intelligence from that quarter is
I am sorry to state that the Cholera
ma cHeek bone, barely covered with skin ; and j
decision of the Commons. A proposition for Orient.
an Church. On Monday he received the
not of much interest. The expedition against king fearful devastations at this place
°
The
straight
hairwhen
I
remember
the
bril!
t’
the total repeal of the House and Window the Indians commenced its active operations on
’
are I j liant corruscation of intellect, which at times visits of the citizens at Independence Hall—
taxes was to be considered on the 30th of the 17th, when a skirmish took place, which ter old and young—the rich and the' poor,
shot from the now deadly ruin before and at 9 o’clock on Tuesday morning left
April ; and if this should succeed, like the minated in the defeat of the latter. A decree alike its victims. Those who are alive and ji! had
me, it was with difficulty I could believe that ■
other, the deficiency would amount to five, had been passed by the House of Representa well one day, are, dead and buried, the next. I¡mental
‘
outlive the de- i Philadelphia for N. York—arrived at Irenvigor could so long
tives, authorizing the government to remove the We have lost many of,our most respectable ■ struction of physical organization—that an ' ton in the afternoon of the same day, and tarmillions.
In
one
I
existing impediments to the intermarriage be citizens within the last few days.
The Ministry.—On Saturday morning Earl
active mind could inhabit
tenement so ---frail! ried there until the next morning. He proba-..........ar-------------house, within a stone’s throw' of where I j: ................................
Grey waited on his Majesty, and according to tween Protestants and Catholics.
X'^riSd“ ¿niVi
on Wednesday.
write,
there
are
now
three
dead
bodies,
and
The
accounts
received
at
Buenos
Ayres
from
established etiquette, tendered his resignation Montevideo are to the 24th of March. They in another that adjoins it, two. In fact, death
on the defeat of the adherents of his adminis speak
Dr.
Parish,
his
physician,
to
read
to
him.
Ì
of the probable renewal of disturbances in
us on all sides. Instead of the
The third trial, for the choice of Members
tration on a financial question in the House the Oriental State; and state that Gen. Laval- surrounds
The Doctor complied ; in the course of the I
disease
abating,
it
hasawfully
increased
with

reading
the
woid^ntJipoteiit'o^mH^r
t
‘
be
,
of
the liext Congress, took place in the 1st, 3d
of Commons. The offer being most gra leja with his adherents, on the frontiers of Bra in the last twenty-four hours.
ciously rejected, the Noble Earl proceeded to zil, are meditating hostilities ; that the Indian
Doctor pronounced it Omnip-O-tent, giving and 9th Congressional Districts in Massachuthe council, which sat in deliberation from Lorenzo, with a small party of men, is in the
The dying man raised setts on Monday last. In the first, (Boston)
CAMDEN, S. C. MAY 28. • the accent to the O.
two until some time after five. It was at field, and that the Government of Montevideo is
Ids head from the pillow arid said Omnip’o- ;
gok^am (N. R.) was elected. The
Another
destructive
freshet
in
the
Wateree
prepared
to
meet
the
attempt
of
the
Revolution.
length determined, after a warm discussion,
tent, Doctor, if you please.—Dr. P. stated his
,
n
7 4,at>
—
being
the
fourth
since
the
March
freshet,
reason for departing from the general usage, i ^Hole number of votes was 4105—Gorham
to consider the vote of Friday night as a sur
~~FROM
PARA.
which
carried
away
part
of
our
bridge
and
the
prise, and to try the strength of the Govern
to which Mr. Randolph made no reply. The | received 2304 ; Lyman 1320 ; Walker 429j.
ment on Monday evening, in the House of By the Fair American, Capt. Bailey, which fourteenth since the first of January last—has word was again read Omnip-O’-tent. Again ;and there were 52 scattering.
arrived
at
this
port
on
Friday,
in
23
days
again
swept
away
all
the
labors
of
our
river
Commons, both on the assessed taxes and the
raising his head, he exclaimed Omnip-otent, j
(Jackson)
malt duty, the latter being again proposed at from Para, we learn that a serious disturbance planters. The ruin that must inevitably fol Om-NiP-otent, sir. He conversed freely with I. In the 3d District, Mr. . Osgood
.
took
place
about
the
17th
of.
April,
growing
low
upon
these
successive
devastations
is
re

its present amount, in order to rescind the
his friemfs, until within a short time of his i1S elected by a small majority. Osgood re
decision on the motion of Sir William Ingil out of the refusal of the acting Governor to ally appalling—it is thought it will be impos departure, when suddenly raising his hand ceived 3277 votes ; Cusliing (N. R.) 2894 and
by. These votes will, however, be proposed give up his commission to another person sible to get the land in order time enough to to his forehead, he said the sweat of death is ■ there were 202 scattering.
*
-- Osgood
Mr.
re
with a distinct declaration on the part of the who had been appointed in his stead. The yield a crop of corn. We do not believe a on me, and shortly after expired. Such was !
government, that, in the event of their being rabble sustained the old Governor, in oppo solitary bale of Cotton will be made on the thè end of this singular being ; this once bril- i ceived the support of the Jacksonmen, anti
rejected, the whole of the assessed taxes, and sition to the new one ; the friends of the lat river lands this year.
liant and eloquent man. He had his faults ; j masons &a large number of national republi
the whole of the malt duties will be aban ter, urged on by the Portuguese, violently
let
them now be forgotten ; death destroys 1 cans who were strongly opposed to Mr.
During the first three days of the- present all but truth : it strips mankind of eyery '
doned, and members must be prepared to opposed them, in several hotly contested
Cushing.
skirmishes,
in
which
about
two
hundred,
on
week
the
rain
fell
in
torrents,
swelling
the
riv

give their assent to a tax of full ten per cent.
thing but genius and virtue ; under its power i In the ninth district there is probably no
both
sides,
lost
their
lives.
The
new
Gov

ers
and
tributary
streams
to
an
unusual
size.
od real-property, and five percent.on income.
the king and the peasant are alike sacred : it I
The influenza, which prevails to a consid ernor, not having authority to call to his aid We do not, however, learn of any material is the common destroyer Of the sterling of j choice. In 22 towns, from which returns
the
Government
troops,
who
would
have
da
rnage
in
this
immediate
section,
At Platts talent ; at its touch the dross falls off to min- j have been received, Dearborn, (N. R.) has a
erable extent in England, and in many in
'
■ •Keesville
”
the
Herald,) the des gle with its kindred dust—while the fine and j
stances fatally, has extended itself to Ireland obeyed his commands, was obliged to yield ■burg (says
to
the
superior
force
of
the
insurgents.
truction of property is said to be immense. more ethereal part ascends with the depart- i majority of 14 votes. There are six towns
and Scotland, without being attended there
The new Governor had gone back to Rio The upper bridge was swept away yesterday ing
with fatal consequences. It is said that a
spirit, to watch over the earthly remains: to be heard from, which at the last trial gave
similar disease prevailed in 1783 and 1803 Janeiro, and would probably return to Para morning (May 13) and also every dam and we consign the perishable qualities to oblivi 207 for Dearborn and 330 for the other can
with positive orders to employ the military boom on the Saranac river, between Cads- on and cherish those only worthy of remem didates—he must therefore gain 109 votes in
through a large part of Scotland.
The affairs of Holland continue in the force to sustain his authority, when the old ville and Plattsburgh. On little Ausable riv brance.
these towns in order to secure his election.
same situation as at the last advices. It is Governor would resign, as he had signified er, the saw-mill and forge dams of Messrs.
Cook, Peck, and Keese, Lapham & Barton
said that the English and French Plenipo his intention of so doing.
Melancholy Accident.—We regret to per
Mississippi.—The election of Governor
The principal Portuguese inhabitants had have been swept away. Loss very heavy.
tentiaries have rejected a proposition of the
ceive the following account .of the destruc ! and other civil officers took place in this
Dutch minister to open a farther discussion ; left Para, taking with them most of their The boom on the great Ausable river, at the tion
of
the
steamboat
Lioness,
and
of
the
probably on the ground, that no such discus property. The brig Baltimore, of Salem, Forks, has also been carried off.
State on the 6th and 7th of last month. Mr.
loss of life by which it was accompanied.
sion could be attended with advantage, until had sailed for Maranham, conveying a large
Burlington (Ft.) Sentinel 17th ult.
Loss
of
the
steamboat
Lioness.
—
They.
O.
Runnels (a Union man) was elected Govnumber
of
them,
and
the
brig
Washington
’
s
he should receive from his sovereign more
Bulletin of Saturday, givesan account of the ernor by a large majority over Mr Scott, the
Barge, had been chartered for Lisbon, for
extended powers.
TRIAL FOR MURDER.
same object.
of this steamboat by fire, on the i present incumbent, who was supported by
A man named Jacob Oyler, was recently destruction
The French Chambers were prorogued by theThe
1O>L
.... I.,.- .............
I f
’
t I
J
excitement had reached the interior, tried
u
ul„ Court of
U1 Oyer. and
„„u Terminer
x
in the
of 19lh ult. on her passage to Natchitoches, Gov. Poindexter and the whole strength of
the King April 24.—In 24 hours after the
about
40
miles
above
Alexandria.
The
boat
and skirmishes were frequently taking place Westnioreland County, Penn, for the murder
prorogation the Chambers were again sum between
- child. It appeared in evidence was blown up by gunpowder. The manner the nullification party in that State. The
moned to meet for the purpose of providing was quiet.the two parties. At Maranham all1i of- -his infant
I that Oyler is a man of intemperate habits, al- in which fire was communicated to the hold other elections resulted in the choice of the
supplies for the current year. M. Dupin was
Assassins and plunderers infested the 1 most constantly in a state of medium intox- is not known. Fifteen or sixteen persons anti-nullification candidates.
re-elected President of the Chamber of Depu streets
of Para, and rendered it extremely | ication, which some of the witnesses describe lost their lives—among them the Hon. Josiah
ties, and Messrs. Etienne, Berenger, Defes- hazardous
to venture out.
Bessy was tried at Augusta last week for
| as neither drunk nor sober. On the 7th of S. Johnston, U. S. Senator of Louisiana ; B.
sert, and De Schonen were re-elected Vice
of. this
„ •
. state of affairs,
, busi- March last, he beat and drove off his wife ; Q. Riggs and Michael Boyce, Esq. of Alexr stabbing and attempting to kill his father-inPresidents. A powerful opposition is said to i In consequence
ness at Para was entirely at a stand ; many | jn the eveniiJg his |arid4ord ca|led and found andria ; Mr. Michael Clifford of New-Or
be organized.—The French physician, who of
law, Solomon Raymond. He was found
the stores were, closed,
.
' and the ..inhabitants
,
him at home with his two children; ascer- leans, and Mr. H. Hertz of Texas. Among
was sent by the French government to Blaye, were
wounded,
are
the
Hon.
E.
D.
White
of
guilty and sentenced to six months solitary
the
secunng
lheir
property
from
being;
Uw|
wAg
no
food
in
the
hollse
was npt received by the Duchess of Berri.
(badly) ; Henry Boyce, Esq. of confinement and ten years imprisonment in
There is no news of importance from plundered. Hie trade with the interior was , Rnd we,n ho|n(J a„d 8en[ t|]em a |oafof bread, Louisiana
entirely lost.
fyt|owing lnOrning, on some persons go- Alexandria; Mr. Dunbar, do. (badly); J. the State prison—“Rum,” says the Augusta
Spain. The accounts fromI Portugal indicaindica-1 suspended,
?
’ and confidence
> > •
. j
lt.w“s exP(:ct,ed thls state of things would ing to his house, one of his children was dis H. Graham, N. Orleans ; Josiah Johnston, Journal, “ was both the itnmediate and re
ted no material change in tlhe aspect ot afit.i, «c
A.^n : -continue until the return of the new Gov covered sitting a few rods from the door. It son of the Hon. J. S. Johnston ; Michael
fairs in Oporto, as late as the 17th
of April.
| began to cry when approached. It appear- Colgen, Natchitoches ; J. V. Bossier, do. ; mote cause of the crime for which he is just
There was a rumor in France of some suc ernor from Rio Janeiro.—Salem Register.
have been much abused, and was taken M. Rupete, do. The boat and cargo went ly doomed to suffer. It was rum that gave
cess gained by Don Pedrd, but it did not ap
From Colombia.—Brig Elizabeth arrived ■ to
up
by one of the men and wrapped in a down near the middle of the river, and are him his idle, vicious habits ; rum that kept
pear to rest on any good authority.
at New-York 3d inst. in 21 days from Car- I
entirely lost.
The following summary, relating to the 1 thagena. Among the passengers is the Hon. | cloak.
The loss of Mr. Johnston will be deeply la him poor and ignorant, and prevented all in
affairs of Tnrk’ey, is laker.’from the N. York
The other child was found in the house,
mented. He was, we believe, a native of tellectual and moral improvement; and final
lying
on
the
hearth,
dead,
with
such
marks
Daily
Advertiser.
Dady
Advertiser.
S. to Bogota. [.L.
...e.i
Mr. M’Affee, the
Charge d‘’ i on its body, face and head as plainly indica- New-England, but has resided for some years ly it was in the blind fury of drunkenness,
F----~
’
The latest news from Turkey is in the Affaires
...... _ s8ent out to relieve
" '
--Mr. --Moore,
, met
J
in Louisiana, and has represented that State that he attempted to murder the father of his
London Courier of April 29th, copied from the latter gentleman at Carthagena, and )i ted
’ a violent death.—Blood was also discovthe Paris Times of the 27th, received by the thence proceeded on his journey to Bogota.!1 ered in several places on the floor. The fath in the Senate of the United States with dig wife, who was himself unfortunately not so
way of Vienna. It states that the Russian Mr. Moore caused the remains of the Hon. er lay on the bed, asleep. When arrested, nity and honor. In his private relations, he
troops have received orders from Constanti Richard C. Anderson, our first Minister to : he feigned insanity, and made considerable was the object of universal regard and re ber enough to keep out of harm’s way.”—
Chief Justice Mellen, in his charge to the ju
nople to advance upon that city without de Colombia, who died at Carthagena, to be dis- ji resistance, so that it was found necessary to spect.
lay, and that the advanced guard of the Rus interred, and has brought them to the United I■ tie him. He admitted that he had whipped
ry, instructed them that if Bessy was intox
Mysterious Business.—A gentleman from
sian army had already crossed the Danube, States. All is quiet in New-Grenada, and iI the living child and thrown it out of the
icated at the time of committing the crime, it
and that the main body, consisting of 100,- the present government appears to be firmly i house, hut denied doing any thing to the oth Scarborough called into our office yesterday
would be no excuse for him, but quite the
and
informed
us
that
the
bodies
of
a
man,
er. The prisoner is represented as having
000 men, were put in motion, and were pro established.—Jour, of Com.
every appearance of being a hardened and de woman and child, were last week found in contrary.
ceeding by forced marches to Constantinople
to be placed at the disposal of the Sultan.
praved wretch. During the whole of his trial a haymow in that town—in the barn of Seth
MAIL ARTICLES
Another corps, stationed in the vicinity of
he appeared totally callous and indifferent as Storer, Esq. Some person was at work pitch
By extracts from a letter from a respectable
Tiflis, had also received orders to enter Ar
to the result. A verdict of murder in the sec ing oft’the hay to fodder the cattle, when the
The following account of famine in Mes ond
odor from the deceased bodies attracted his gentleman in Vermont, published in thelast
menia, and proceed without delay to the as sina,
degree
was
rendered
against
him;
and
sistance of the Porte. The Austrian troops, cle. is taken from the Philadelphia Chroni he was sentenced to eight years imprison attention and led to their discovery. It is Portsmouth Gazette, we learn that coun
suspected that they were deposited there for terfeiting is carried on very extensively
colonized on the borders of Turkey, amount
“ Owing principally to a succession, for ment in the penitentiary.—Philad. Inq.
medical purposes. Our informant had no
ing to 100,000 .men, it is also stated are to be many
months, of heavy rains and mists,
pariculars, but we shall inquire fur in Canada and the upper part of Vermont.
put in requisition in case of any insurrection ! which prevented the sowing of the crops,
A few weeks ago, a soldier’s wife passing further
One of the current tricks is to get into
ther
into
this subject.—Port. Adv.
in the Pachalics.
,u_ UP the Long Sault, (U. C.) had a quarrel with
Messina was in a state of famine, less exten
circulation bills purporting to be of new
The intelligence of the entrance of the |' sive,
l
tg
|
her
husband,
and
became
so
furious
that
she
but as deplorable and afflicting in its
Pursuit of Lieut. Randolph.—We learn banks,when such banks have not gone into op
Russian troops into Constantinople was con circumstances,
as that of the Cape de Verds threw her infant into the rapids, and then from
the N. Y. Jour. of Commerce that ships eration. Counterfeit half dollars are also in
firmed at Paris by telegraph.
and was extensively suffering both sickness jumped in herself. One of the soldiers pres are
visited, detained and searched in that port
German papers with advices from Trieste and death. This painful intelligence comes ent saved the child, but made no exertions
circulation. “The bills which have been
to the 7th April, state that Russian troops by a letter from that place, dated the 23d to save the woman, who was consequently for the apprehension of Robert B. Randolph. mostly in circulation in the States of Newdrowned.
An eye witness describes the following cir
had embarked at Odessa for Constantinople, of February last.”
cumstance on the sailing of the Charles Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and
and, to avoid delay, had sailed without con
voy. The Egyptian fleet is said to have been
Georgia Convention.—The Committee of French Claimants.—Those who have claims Carroll on Saturday last:—“ A boat from Maine, are the Oriental Boston 2’s, Franklin
remaining at anchor at Alexandria on the the Convention of Georgia, who were direct under the French Convention are informed the Revenue Cutter strongly manned was do. 2’s, Suffolk do. 3’s and 10’s, State do. 10’s
The ship not
14th of April, and it was reported Mehemet ed to prepare a plan for the reduction of the that Joseph M. White, Esq. of Florida, will pulling towards the ship.
Ali himself intended to go on board. Ibra number of the Senators and Representatives, sail on Saturday next for Havre, and will heeding the hail of the officer spread her and many others of New-York and Newhim Pacha is represented to have given or have reported onp, of which the following is spend several months in Faris. Those who wings and shot away from the Boat. The Jersey, &c. which are difficult to be put in
ders for the troops under his command to an outline. The Senate is to consist of thir desire to obtain documents in support of Cutter accordingly recalled her small boat circulation here.”
advance upon Constantinople.
ty-six members, and the House of Represen their claims in France or Spain, will do well and pursued the ship in person, which ap
The accounts from Berlin mention that tatives of one hundred and forty-four ; and to avail themselves of this opportunity. Col. peared to be quietly leaving her. With the
Fire.—A fire broke out in Albany, N. Y..
proposals had been made by one of the this last number is not to be increased, ex White is at the Washington Hotel.
aid of our glasses we watched the progress of
Great Powers for a general conference at cept in the event of the formation of new
the chase. At one moment we expected to on the evening of the 4th inst. Ten valua
Aew York Courier.
Vienna, on the affairs of the East.
hear the report of a gun, as the Cutter luffed ble buildings were destroyed, together with a
counties, in which case each new county is
We believe that the report here stated, of to be entitled to a single member, until the
Gen. Romulus M. Saunders, of Raleigh, up, but she again resumed the chase, and it large amount of furniture, 8000 yards of oil
the arrival of the Russian troops at Constan taking of the next following census. When N. C. /has been appointed, by the President was not till they had almost run their hull
tinople, is premature though it was certain the General Assembly shall find that this plan of the United States, Commissioner under the down from us, that the ship suffered the cloth, &c. &c. The fire originated from a
that they were on their march towards that has been ratified by the people, the two Treaty of indemnity with France, in the Cutter to come alongside.
barrel containing live ashes !
city. The account received by our former branches are required to meet as one body place of Mr. Williams, (late U. S. Senator
advices, of the acceptance by the Sultan of and make provisions for the division of the from Mississippi) resigned.
The rumor we gave in our last, upon the
The Legislature of Connecticut adjourned
the propositions of the Viceroy of Egypt, is State into thirty-six Senatorial districts, which
authority of a New York paper, that Mr. without day on the 6th inst. after a session of
/confirmed.
Randolph
had
provided
for
the
manumission
are to be composed of contiguous counties,
Important Trial.—In Bangor an unlicensed of his slaves, is, we believe, well founded.— great length——the longest, it is said, ever
and arranged in as compact forms as may
12 DAYS LATER FROM EUROPE. be practicable ; and each district is to be en dealer, named Treadwell, undertook on Tues The Compiler says the number is more than known in the State. 54 public acts and many
London papers to May 11, and a Ports titled to elect a Senator. The number of day last, to furnish an Irishman with as a hundred. We have it from a good source
mouth paper of May 13, have been received countiesis eighty-nine; each of these is to much wine as he could drink for 25 cents. that the number is not far short of five hun resolutions were passed.
The Irishman drank a pint of stuff which was dred.—Fredericksburgh Arena.
at New-York by thé packet ship York.
be entitled to one Representative ; and of the
Trial of Rev. E. K. Avery.—We pub
They contain the long expected develop fifty-five remaining members, forty are to be drawn for him as ‘ port wine,’and walked off.
ment of the plan of the British Ministry for assigned “ to the forty counties having the In about half an hour more he returned and
lish
on our first page to-day an abridged re
Mr. C^ay.—Wonders will never cease.
the abolition of Slavery in the West Indies. highest federal, population—twelve to the drank two pints more. The result was death. The
port of the trial of Mr. Avery, which original
following
paragraph
is
from
the
Rich

Woodward
was
apprehended,
on
complaint
The plan provides that every slave from the twelve counties having the highest federal
Enquirer the leading Jackson paper ly appeared in the Boston Atlas. This report
passage of the act, shall be registered as an population—and the remaining three to the of the Coroner who held an inquest over mond of
Washington :
gives the reader all the leading and important
apprenticed laborer, to their masters, who three comities having the highest federal the body, and required to recognise in the south
“We can truly say that much as we have facts elicited during the trial and is preferable
are to be deprived of the power of corporeal population.” At the first session of the Gen sum of $550 for his appearance at the next politically
disagreed
with
Mr.
Clay,
we
have
punishment.—That they are to labor three eral Assembly, after the taking of each cen (June) term of the S. J. Court, for trial on personally not the slightest unkind feeling to to the full reports, inasmuch as it takes up less
fourths of the time for the master, in con sus, the several districts, and the apportion the charge of Manslaughter.
wards him. We have recently been assured room and is destitute of many details, contaiiir
Bos. Mer. Adv.
sideration of their food and clothing, and ment of Representatives, are to be newly ar
by
a gentleman who possesses a great deal of ed in the latter, which wou 1(1 neither improve
have a right to claim employaient of the ranged on the principle already stated.
his confidence, that in all his communications
master for the remaining 4th, according to a
Com. Elliot has received orders to put Old with him, he does not recollect ever to have the minds or the morals of those who ipight
fixed scale of wages—that ascertain portion
The Maine Convention of Universalists is to Ironsides, (the Constitution,) into Dock for heard him utter a harsh or intolerant senti peruse them. During the trial, which occupL
¡of the earnings of the negro be paid to the meet in Montville on the 26th and 27th inst. immediate and thorough repair.
ment towards an adversary.”
ed 22 days, 241 witnesses were examinedi
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(COMMUNICATIONS.)
New-Hamfshi^e Legislature.—In the
Trial of Clough.—The trial of_ Joel
.
Senate, on the 5th inst. nine members Were ciough for the murder of Mrs. Hamilton, ••As
'As the community
are deeply interested
are*
inj
PROBATE NOTICES
.
......
.
present. Jared
Williams, was etecied Fres- widow of the lnte Dr. Hamilton, at Borden- ‘¡'e. character ofthe JMedicoZ Profession, and
S most respectfully solicited, by the sub
ident, Winthrop A. Marston, of Somersworth,
.
—
—
----—
......
..
...
t.
-----At
a
Court of Probate held at Saco, within
their improvement, it may not be uninterestscriber, to an
C\ei^, and Joseph Cl-ough, Assistant Clerk.— town, N. J. on the 6th of April last, came j ing to learn what is doing for this purpose in
and for the County of York, on the first
INVALUABLE preparation,
Warren Lovell was admitted to a seat as on at Mount Holly, ixr
t ««
oq.l ,.u
N. J.
on ,i.^
the,28th
ult. „„
anda this County.
Monday in June, in the year of our Lord the merits of which have been tested by
Senator from District No. 6. The Governor occupied several days. The evidence of his | The York County Medical Society met at
eighteen hundred and thirty-three, by the time and are sustained by undoubted
and Council had declared a vacancy to ex- i Sfuilt was very conclusive. It appeared that f ^^,ed, on the 29th ult. and besides the usual
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
TESTIMONY.
of said Co urt :
ist in this district, and from the record of
till
i-ii
x i»/i- ' business of the society, there were two writClough
had
been
pnymg
his
addresses
to
Mrs.
ten
reports
niade
.
hy
lhe
p,.
esident)
D1
,
their proceedings it appeared that the whole
ANIEL SEWALL, administrator of
number „a
of votes
the District H. and was refused, ; upon which he retired . James Ayer, Newfield, on Colic, and the
the estate of Clement Storer, late
,0^0 returned
.xzv....— from
.............
of Portsmouth, N. H. deceased, having preOirBOTANICAL DROPS !
was 3039—Mr. Lovell had 1519—S. Tilton to his room, sent for her under some pretence ;; other by the Secretary, Dr. Burleigh Smart,
sented his third account of administration of are every year increasing their long estab
1472 and there were 48 scattering votes, 36 of and on elltering 3tal)bed ller in the left side ij xxeiiueuuiiK,
Kennebunk, ou
on mveriea
inverted Uterus.
uierus.
which were returned from the town of Eaton i
,
.......cases presented the estate of said deceased, for allowance :
lished reputation. They have outlived
I mi.«««
Thera were five interesting
for Wm. Lovell., Mr. L. claimed his seat' and breast repeated^ with a dirk, from which jin person, for the advice ofthe faculty ; one
ORDERED—That the said administrator many jival preparations, and are continu
give notice to all persons interested, by caus ally gaining upon public confidence.
on the ground that the 36 votes returned for she soon expired. We have not room to ffrom a remote part of the county.
Wm. Lovell were actually thrown for him, | publish the trial at length, and we doubt
The cases were enlarged Tonsils; Infla- ing a copy of this order to be published
The Botanical Drops have been success
but. by a mistake of the town clerk of E. in ; whether the details would afford much satis mation of the Sub-Maxillary Gland; Palsy, three weeks successively- in the . Kennebunk
.
fully
administered for many years, as a
writing the name, appeared to have been giv
in a child ; Hydrocele, and Cancer of the Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said counen to another person, and that, if added to faction to our readers. The following extract Breast.
I ‘V, that they may appear at a Probate Court thorough remedy for that well known and
his other votes, they would present a majori from a letter to the editor of the Newark Dai
It was voted that 200 copies of the Con- 1°
at Kennebunk, in said county, on prevalent class of inveterate diseases, which
ty in his favor. His statement in regard to ly Advertiser, written while the trial was in stitution, By-Laws, Fee-Table and' Code of the first Monday in August next, at ten of the originate from a vitiated habit of body, or
the mistake was supported by the affidavits
Medical Ethics (which have been formed and clock
' ’ in the“ forenoon, and shew cause, if an hereditary predisposition in the patient,
of the town clerk and Selectmen of Eaton progress, may not, however, be uninteresting : adopted) be printed for the use of the mem any they have, why the said account should and generally appear under the various and
The prisoner is I suppose about 28 years bers..
not be allowed.
and his claim to a seat was admitted.
distressing shapes of Scrofula, Salt Rheum,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
In the House, Charles G. Atherton, of Dun old. He looked very pale, but rather genteel
All advice given by the society, when in ses
Leprosy, St. Anthony'» Fire, Fever Sores,
stable, was chosen Speaker, having 176 of id his person, arid dress, and seems as if he sion, is gratuitous. Thus an opportunity is A true copy,—Attest,
IPhit e Swellings, Scurvy, Foul and obsti
Wm. Cutter'Aulen, Register.
202 votes ; James Clark, of Franklin, Clerk, paid much attention to his toilet. Upon taking afforded to all classes of the community, of
June 8.
nate, Ulcers, Sore Legs and Eyes, Scald
and Arlond Carroll, of Pittsfield, Assistant his place in the prisoner’s box, he looked upto obtaining Medical advice without expense.
Head and Penereal Taint.
Clerk.—In the House, on Thursday fore the Chief Justice and made a graceful bow ;
At a Court of Prdbate held at Saco, within
noon, an animated discussion arose on lhe and while the indictment was read to him he Reception of the President—Kennebunk and and for the county of York, on the first Mon
In the last mentioned condition,of the sys
question of appointing Chaplains to the Legis stood erect, firm and composed. Not a mus
Kennebunk-port.
day in June, in the year of our Lord tem, the Botanical Drops will be found to
cle
of
his
face
moved
;
and
to
the
thrilling
lature. A resolution for this purpose waS in
A meeting to make arrangements for the
eighteen hundred and thirty-three, by the Hon eradicate the lurking poison, where Mercury
troduced, when a member moved its indefi question “ are you guilty or not guilty ?” he reception of the President of the United
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of has totally failed, and thus prevent the pa
responded
in
a
low
soft,
yet
firm
and
distinct
said Court :
nite postponement, and in defence of his mo
States, will be holden at Nathaniel M.
OSES HEARD, Executor ofthe last rent from entailing the seeds of an heredita
tion, urged that there were so many differeni voice, ‘ Not guilty, sir.’ Friday morning was Towle’s Tavern, this afternoon, (Saturday,
will of Nathaniel Heard, late of ry disease on his offspring,
views on the subject of religion, that it was then assigned for his trial. Long before the June 15,) at 4 o’clock, at which time the
Sanford, in said county, yeoman, deceased,DR, RELFE’S BOTANICAL DROPS
impossible to secure such religious services bell rang for court on Friday morning the citizen^ of Kennebunk and Kennebunk-port
having presented his second account of ad are successfully used in cases of violent erup
as would please every member—he doubted people were pressing into the Court House, are respectfully invited to attend.
ministration ofthe estate of said deceased, tions after the measles — red blotches—pim
the constitutional right of the legislature to and the crowd was so great that the Sheriff
for allowance :
olect a Chaplain and pay him from the Treas had to conduct the Chief Justice through a MR REMICH:
ples on the face, festering eruptions on the
ORDERED—That the said Executor skin—and other diseases of the external
Permit me through the columns of your pa
ury—-it had “ no more right to impose a reli back door into his seat. Pretty much all the
female
fashion
and
beauty
of
Mount
Holly
give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
causing
per to recommend a Union of the citizens of
gious teacher on a minority of the House,
surface, and are one of the best Spring and
than on a minority of a town—and he wish were present—from one hundred to two hun Kennebunk and Kennebunk-port, to make a copy of this order to be published three Autumnal physics known, to free the system
dred
ladies.
Yesterday
the
court
was
in
arrangements for the reception of the Pres weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga from humors.
ed that our practice should be as liberal as
our constitution and laws. He wished eve- session full 10 hours. The venerable and re ident ofthe United States, now on a tout- zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
ffjr* Striking instances of Success.
spected
mother
and
sister
of
the
deceased,
through the New England States, and may that they may appear at a Probate Court to
. ry man to pray when and where he pleased, j
but he did not wish to drill the Legislature 1 and other females and members of the family, soon be expected in Maine. J would recom be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the Extract of a letter from a Physician of the
first respectability, and extensive practice,
an the way contemplated.” After some fur were examined. As they severally turned to mend such a course to thé friends of the Na first Monday in August next, at ten of the
in this vicinity, member of the Massachu
ther remarks by other members, less novel look at the prisoner, when asked by the coun tional Administration, and I would recom clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
than those quoted above, the question ofin- sel if they recognised him, he familiarly and mend it to all, without distinction of party, any they have, why the said account should
setts Medical Society.
definite postponement was taken and decided [ gracefully but with a fixed and rather a who may he willing to unite in offering not be allowed.
JUNE 16t», 1829.
j
glbomy
countenance
inclined
his
head,
or
Attest,
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
their salutations and the hospitality of the
in the affirmative—yeas 109—nays 76.—The |
Dear
Sir,
,
bowed
to
them
;
and
when
the
old
lady,
with
A
true
copy,
—
Attest,
place to the President of the United States.
two hpuses in convention proceeded to fill
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
------——“ This child, before he was a year
A CITIZEN.
the vacancy in Senatorial District No. 9. the tears running down her cheeks, turned
June 8.
quite
round
to
look
at
him,
he
instantly
rose
&
old, became afflicted with a leprous disease
Nathan Wilde had 169 votes and was elected.
HYMENEAL
The whole number of votes thrown for Gov bowed to her in the most grave and respectful
To the Honorable County Commissioners next ofthe skin,and which gradually increased, so
ernor at the election in March last ami prop manner. The testimony was of the most
to meet at Alfred, within and for the County that when about three years old, lhe whole
MARRIED
—
In
Alfred,
3d
inst.
by
Rev.
Mr.
I
thrilling
character.
—
The
description
of
her
erly returned, according to the report of the
of York, on the third Tuesday of May, A. surface of the body was one continued sore,
Fiske, lehabod G. Jordan, Esq. Attorney at Law,
(Mrs.
Hamilton
’
s)
delicate
person
—
her
amia

committee to whom they had been commit
attended with an ichorous discharge, pro
of Somersworth, N. H. to Miss Sarah L. daughter
D. 1833; .
ted, was 33,476—-of which 1240 were estima ble character—her piercing shrieks, and het of Jeremiah Goodwin, Esq of A.
ESPECTFULLY represent your peti ducing great soreness and intolerable itching,
ted as scattering—3,959 were for Arthur death struggles, while he held and pushed
In Saco, Mr. Isaiah Andrews, to Miss Irene
tioners that so much of the road now which became almost insupportable. A
Livermore and 28,279 for Samuel Dinsmoor. f still deeper and deeper, the murderous dirk in Smith.
travelled leading from Milton Mills to South
•
her
bosom,
was
truly
affecting.
But
when
great variety of the most approved external
On Friday, the Governor took the usual
Berwick, Great Falls and Dover as lies in the and internal remedies were used without
OBITUARY
oaths and transmitted the annual message tG the trunk was opened and the blood stained
south westerly part of Acton and the North any permanent relief. Much interest was
both Houses.
The message states
that there dirk
> the broken breast pin, her bloody
garz.
.
.
rvir>nt2> nii/l notion ■ 111, hup
mnpnnri
DIED—In Wells, on Tuesday, 4th inst. Mrs. westerly part of I^banon is very uneven, excited in behalf of the child, and conseare very few important subjects demand ments and especially her corsets, pierced with Susan
crooked and circuitous.—That a road begin
ing the attention ofthe legislature at the pres ten holes through that part of it which had years. , wife of Mr. Paul Goodwin, aged 87 ning 11V«.
near’'the "Viiewiir
MeetFng. —..... BainisV -------s quently
„ different medical advice was solicitent time—a revision of the militia system, is, covered her left breast, and stiffened and red
In Berwick, Charles Trafton, son of Mr. Theo House in said Acton and running southerly ed, but with little or no advantage, the dis|
with
the
cold
blood
of
her
that
had
worn
it,
perhaps, the most important. The Govern- i
dore Paul, aged 2 years.
through a part of Acton and Lebanon about: ease progressed with unabating violence and
or recommends the establishment of an In- I as if it .had been literally dyed in blood ; it
In Sanford, 29th ult. Miss Nancy Murray, four
IUUI Illllto
VW the
u.v
.....
miles to
foot of Fernaid’»s Hill
(so j seemed to defy the healing art. At length
sane Hospital-recommenrts the New Eng- I seemed too much for every one but the pns- aged 36.
called) would pass over excellent
ii
ilandi for a
parent was induced by the advice of a
Jantl Asylum for the Blind to the patronage !
looke,1l uP?n the l,loo(li cre,len’
In Limerick, Aaron, son ofMaj. Simeon Fogg, road, being without any elevations
or low neighbor, (who had been benefited by the
of the legislature-expresses much salisfac- i “»J» w,lh a stea,l.V’ ?loomy
»‘sco’enng aged about 16 years.
The road now
tion with the new Judiciary system._ . m hiscounteuance, however, no tnternal emo
In Cornish, Mrs. Elizabeth, wife of Mr. Samu lands of any importance.
travelled is so hilly as forever to destroy its article,) to try Dr. Relfe’s BOTANICAL
und closer with an imimatioti of his delermi-t '.c le?st chang.ng Ins position, el Kelley, aged 29 years.
DROPS. Several bottles were given ac
In Limington, Mr. David Dnrrell, aged 76 public utility, and besides the proposed route
nation to retire from the “ public councils” I « "ch he «jn-ror'.tly occupies, reelm.ng on his
will shorten the distance three hundred and cording to the directions, before the least
years—a soldier of the revolution.
j
elbow,
and
resting
his
head
on
the
palm
of
his
!
at the expiration of his present term of official ,
, ,• >
D ,
In Saco, 10th inst. Mrs. Eunice, wife of Mr. forty four rods. It will moreover be a great abatement ofthe disease was observed ; but
service.-i.The committee on the votes for I
accommodation to the inhabitants in the by a persevering use of them, the ichorous
Abraham Forsskol, aged 33jears
the
effect
of
this
exhibition,
followed
up
by
Councillors made a report, from which it ap- I
In Limerick, 7th inst. Mr John Hayes, aged 68. westerly part of Acton, and the Northwester discharges began to abate,—lhe scabs to
the
physician
’
s
description
of
her
broken
ribs,
pears that Messrs. Samuel Cushman, Job |
ly part of Lebanon, also to the inhabitants of give way in places, and fall off. The Drops
Otis, Stephen Peabody, Stephen Johnson and i and almost riddled heart and lungs, produced
the easterly part of Milton and nearly all of were continued until lhe boy became per
SHIP NEWS.^_____
Nathaniel Rix are elected.—In the House, , a gust of feeling and emotion in the crowded
Wakefield and Ossipee, greatly facilitating
that could not be suppressed. Ev
KENAEBUXK, XUXE 15, 1833.
Mr. Brownson offered a resolution inviting the I audience
the intercourse of all these with South Ber fectly well, the skin resuming its natural
bosom swelled—every eye was suffused
Gospel Ministers, who are members of the , ery
wick, Great Fallsand Dover, whither nearly and healthy aspect, seeming indeed like a
with tears—and for a few moments the in
ARRIVED.
House, to officiate alternately as chaplains ‘ vestigation
all
their produce and lumber intended for renovated skin—since which lime the boy
June
7
—
Sch.
Grape,
Ward,
from
Boston,
sun

was suspended.—The Counsel for
during the present session, provided they feel the defendant,
market is transported. Wherefore your pe has enjoyed perfect health, and his cure is
dry merchandize to sundry traders.
I
understand,
intend
to
put
his
1
free to do so, which, after a few propositions defence on the ground of insanity, induced by 8— Sch. Osprey, Perkins, do. do.
titioners pray the Hon. Commissioners, after ascribed wholly to the Drops, as no other
to amend, was indefinitely postponed 1
giving due notice as the law requires, to pro medicine was used in conjunction with
9— Sch. Pioughboy, Walker, do. do.
disappointed love.
11 — Brig Cadrpus, White, from Ponce, Porto ceed to view the proposed route for a road them.”
A correspondent of the Philadelphia Ga- r,co, suffer, nwiasse’s, and c<>ffee to E Perkins, and to establish' the same as a public High
Bangor.—Theie are 37 practising AttorILeft' at Ponce.
~~
“ 25,
' 'brigs
\ Rebecca,
‘
May
Smith, °
Sa- way—an4 as in duty bound will ever pray.
[The original letter, with additional par
nies and Counsellors in Bangor I A Hotel is zette has this addition :
The details of his friend Wallace, giving Jem, loading, to sail in20^days Abby M., disJONATHAN' FOX, and 52 others.
ticulars, may be seen by calling on the Pro
going up there, called the Bangor House, the history of Clough’s robbing a woman of; chargingj.;; sch. Rebecca,
Hawes,
Salem,
loading.
_
prietor.]
which, according to the Republican, is not ill fame, in New Y'ork, infamous and ruffian-!! Spoke, Ion. 69, lat. 30, brig Criterion, Wise,
STATE OF MAINE.
' . ................. ,
''
. Sailed in company York, ss.—At a regular session of the Coun
A Gentleman*of this city, who has
surpassed in dimensions by more than one in ly as they are, must seal up the fountains of with brig Mary, Foster, for New York.
ty Commissioners, begun and held at Alfred been attended a long time by our most celN. England. The House is to be 4 stories that torrent of eloquence which his counsel
CLEARED.
within and for said County, on the third brated and experienced practitioners, and
reserving to pour down upon the court
June 10—Brig Brutus, Gould, Ponce, Porto
high, exclusive of a basement story. It “ fronts were
Tuesday of May, A. D. 1833
who had been reduced to almost the last
and jury. The testimony of Wallace was R ¡co, by E. Perkins.
J15 feet upon Union street; the west wing so insufferably obscene, from the nature of 14—Sch. Osprey, Perkins, Boston.
N the foregoing Petition, Ordered—that stages of existence by his complaint—had
the Petitioners notify all persons and lost one eye /—and dreadful ulcers began to
with side entrance extends 95 feet upon , the facts within his knowledge, that it it rais
SAILED.
corporations interested that the said Com

June 10—Brig Brutus, Gould, Ponce, Porto
destroy
his leg, and spread over his whole
Main Street, and there is a corresponding ed a blush upon the cheek ofevery individual
missioners will meet at the house of Dr. side, and to threaten a most painful and
; and Mr. Southard, for the prosecu Rico ; sch. Grape, Ward, Boston.
east wing of like dimensions ; the whole em present
Reuben Buck, in said Acton, on the six
tion, feeling how painful the duty was which
MEMORANDA.
lingering death!—in communicating his
bracing three sides of a Patio, or open court, compelled him so fully to unfold the prisonSaco, June 5.—Ar. schs. Betsey, Goldthwait, teenth day of July next, at nine o’clock, A. case at large to the proprietor, makes the
with the stables and offices in the rear upon |( er’s character to the jury, apologised for suf Newburyport; Fox, dp.; New Sally, Boston ; M. and will then proceed to view the route
lhe south side.”—“ The whole number of fering the revolting details to have been so > sip. Return, Portland ; 6th, schs. Content, New for the road prayed for and immediately following closing remarks—
buryport ; Enterprise, Gillpatrick, Boston ; sip. after such view in some place in thé vicinity
My case was pronounced by my Physi
rooms at the service of the public will be be largely laid open. It fell upon the ear of bis New York, R. Island ; 7th, schs. Ellen, Hill, Nor will hear the petitioners and those who may
counsel with the stunning violence of a thun
cians to be one of inveterate Scrofula, It is
tween 90 and 100.’’ The public houses in der crash, & laid bare his hopeless, and I may wich ; Three Friends, Newburyport; 8th, schs. object to the prayer of the petition. Said
notice to be by causing an attested copy of not necessary to inquire whether other
Bangor were so thronged with company last truly say his unsympathised condition. Even , Charles, Morrill, and Echo, Jordan, Boston.
i
Ar.
at
Mobile,
21st
ult.
brig
Herschell,
Wilsaid
petition and this order thereon, to be means would have effected the cure, I can
week, during the sitting of the Court there, Clough himself shrank back, confounded at
ii liams, New-Orleans.
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, a news- only say that Dr. Relfe’s Botanical Drops
I
the
unexpected
story
of
his
secret
guilt,
and
that much inconvenience was experienced
Cid. at New-Orleans, 28th ult. brig Florida,1 paper printed. at Kennebunk, three weeks were the only means I nude use of, (after
! betrayed a sensiveness that no other portion
hy parties and witnesses in procuring com ofthe evidence could produce.—He covered Blaisdell, Richmond.
successively, by posting up the same in three the physicians had exlumsted their skill,)
Ar. at New-York, 9th, schs. Elizabeth, York ;’ public places in each of the said towns of and have no reason to doubt, that under
fortable accommodations. Thirty persons his face with his handkerchief, leaned back Gleaner,
Pope, Wells.
Acton and Lebanon and by causing the town Providence, the Drops were the means of
slept one night in a bar-room “ upon the on his seat, and scarcely moved the whole
At Havana, 25th nit. barques Bohemia, Lord,
afternoon from the position into which these for Riga, and Pomona, Nason, waiting freight. ’ Clerks of said towns respectively to be served relieving me from one of the most afflicting
«oft side of a pine floor.”
with the same. The first of said publica diseases that humanity is called to endure.”
disclosures had driven him.
tions and each of the other notices to be thir
From the Mount Holly correspondent of the Philadel
SHERIFF
’
S
SALE.
The partnership of Eaton
Severance,
A Physician of eminence wfio had wit
ty days at least before the said sixteenth day
phia Gazette, under date of June 7.
AKEN on Execution and will be sold at of July.
nessed the efficacy of this article, had the
proprietors and editors of the “ Kennebec The Jury have pronounced Clough to be guilty, and
Public Auction, at Haley's Tavern, in
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk.
am sure a verdict was never relumed in more com
candour recently to acknowledge to the
Journal," nt Augusta, will be dissolved on the Iplete
accordance with-publicopinion. Al twelve to
Berwick in said county, on Thursday, the first
1st of July and the paper will thereafter be day Chief Justice Hornblower delivered his charge to day of August next, at ten of the clock in the A true copy of said petition and order thereon, Proprietor, that he considered it the best
Attest, JERE. BRADBURY, Clerk. medicine known, for the complaints for
the jury —about two the ringing of the court house bell
forenoon, all the right in equity which Jona
published by Mr. Severance.
announced that the jury were ready to come in with
June 15.
which it is intended, and that it ought de
than
Burrows
has
of
redeeming
the
farm
in
tiieir verdict.
The rush to obtain seats was really
servedly to stand at the head of the whole
The partnership heretofore existing bet ween j dreadful; the ladies continued to attend even to'he Lebanon on which he now lives, bounded
JOHN G. MAYO,
class of such remedies.
in as great numbers as ever. Silence being by the road leading from. Noah Lord’s to
Messrs. Shelden and Dickman, publishers of close,
called, the foreman of lhe jury pronounced the antici Thomas Jones’ in Lebanon, and by the road
Price $1 a bottle, or 6 bottles for ^5.
AVING changed his business, would
pated
word
which
sealed
the
fate
of
the
culprit
;
a
<he Gardiner Chronicle, lias been dissolved.
respectfully inform the inhabitants of
#*#None genuine unless signed on the
murmur ran through lhe vast concourse that thronged leading from the School-House in District No.
Mr. Dickman will publish the paper hereafter the building ; 1 turned my eyes towards Clough, but 4, to Ivory Gerrish’s—by land of Samuel
Kennebunk and vicinity, that he has taken
outside printed wrapper by \\\esole Propri
sand it will continue to be edited by Mr. Drew. his countenance showed no change whatever—his in Wentworth and by land of George Gerrish.— the store owned by Col. E. Hardy, formerly etor, T. Kidder, immediate successor to
flexible features gave no evidence of his being the Said farm being subject to the encumbrance occupied by Owen Burnham, where he of
least interested in the result. His counselI remaining
the late Dr. W. T. Conway- For sale,
The “ Penobscot Journal," at Bangor, is to silent, the Chief Justice demanded of the prisoner if he of a mortgage deed to CapL George Gerrish. fers for sale a general assortment of
with all the other “ Conway Medicines,”
—
Conditions
made
known
at
the
time
and
had
any
thing
to
say
why
sentence
of
death
should
not
asir &
be discontinued, and a weekly and semi be passed upon him. Clough made no reply, where
at his counting Room, No. 99, next door to
place of sale.
„ , „ .
GROCERIES,
weekly paper is to be published in its place, upon Judge Hornblower addressed him, reciting the
ANDREW HALEY, Dep'y Sheriff.
J. Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
part of the testimony when he was inter
Crockery & Glass Ware,
railed the “Bangor Courier," by Wm. E. P. prominent
June 11, 1833.
& Hanover streets, near Concert Hall, Bos
rupted by Clough, who commenced an attack upon all
low for Cash, Country Produce, Wood, &c. ton
Rogers, now of the Gloucester (Mass.) Tele the evidence, both for and against him. He said that
also, by his special appointment,
Wanted Immediately
Kennebunk, June 7, 1833.
he disclaimed every plea of insanity— that he stabbed
graph. The Courier will be edited by Sam Mrs. Hamilton deliberately knowing what he did :
by
Journeyman House Painter.
WOODEXWARE.
who understands the business will find
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
uel Upton, Esq. late editor of the “ Working- that he intended to kill her, but that after he had stab
bed her the first three or four times, he lost all recollec good encouragement on application to the
HEESE TUBS; Keeler Tubs ; Cheese
Men's Advocate," at Belfast.
*#*Large discount to those who buy to
tion of what he was doing.
Hoops ; Wooden Bowls ; Butter
SAMUEL HUBBARD.
He then paused and the Judge continued. Clough subscriber.
Kegs ; Woollen and Linen Wheels; Seivessell
; again.
Kennebunk, June 15,1833.
again interrupted him, and commenced an appeal to
Temperance Meetings will be holdeirat the mercy of the Court, and the sympathy ofthe audi
Mortars: Milk Pails ; Dry Measures, &c. for
MILLER & HALL.
Mr. Parker’s Meeting-House and at the Ferry ence. Several ladies fainted away and were carried CJCYTHE SNAITHS, Rakes, Rifles, &c. Sale by
out of court. ao.d it was not until near five o’clock, that
- WM. LORD.
June 4,1833.
School House, in Saco, on Sunday evening the sentence was finished. Clough was recommitted kN for sale by
June 15.
JOHN FROST,
next, both of which commence at i past 5.— to prison, where he is so closely ironed as to place the
“scythes, RAKES, &c.
commission of suicide entirely out of his power , as
AS
received
and offers for sale a fair as*
FLOUR & RICE.
An address will be delivered before the Juve some fears had been entertained that he would make
HARWELL’S celebrated Scythes ; Shaker
sortment of New and Fashionable
ENNESSEE FLOUR—RICE of a j Rakes ; Scythe Snaiths and Patent Hay
nile Temperance Society of Saco and Bidde away with ’himself, iu case of being found guilty. The
GOODS, consisting of almost every article
26th July is appointed for his execution.
superior quality for sale by
Forks, for sale by
MILLER & HALL. usually enquired for, of English, West India
ford, at the vestry ofthe first parish in Saco,
r
WM. LORD.
June
6,
1833.
on Monday evening next.—Exercises com
and Domestic GOODS. A fair assortment
Five Thousand Girls.—Among other tokens
June U, 1833.
of Crockery
Glass Ware ; Elegant Gdt
of respect which will be shown to the Presi
mence at J before 8.
Alfred Academy.
dent and Vice President, about five thou
HE Summer Term, at this Institution, Frame Looking Glasses ; Feathers Chairs,
VINEGAR.
sand ofthe fairest of the fair, unmarried, and
will commence on Monday the 10th fyc. &fC., which he will sell cheap for cash or
WARP CIDER VINEGAR, for sale by
Hon. Joseph Hammons has been appointed young, elegantly dressed in white, will join a
exchange for country produce.
day of June instant.
HALL.
JienneUunk, June 7, 1833
Post Master.of Dover, N. H. in place of Bar procession to meet and greet them on their I
June
1,
1^3,
June 13, 1833.
arrival in this town. -Lowell Mercury.
baras H. -Palmer, rqnot?ecf.
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POETRY

SPRING & SUMMER

PROBATE NOTICE

OF

THE

GOODS.

VT’They shall go for what
they will fetch.

COMPLETE PERIODICAL LIBRARY.
At a Court of Probate held at York, within and
S. k. OSBORNj
for the County of York, on the first Monday , Forty eight Pages Weekly—nearly 2,500 large hubbmd & brooks,
LOVE OF EARTH.
in May, in the year of our Lord eighteen
Octavo pages a year, for Five Dollars,
Opposite the Hay-Scales,
There comes the spring again,
HAVE
just
received
in
addition
to
their
hundred and thirty-three, by the Hon. WM.
furnishing annually select reading
Blown here from southern bowers ;
ILL
sell
his
remaining Stock cheaper
former
stock,
a
complete
assortment,
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
equal to Fifty Volumes of
She calls the birds into the shade,
than Goods were ever sold in Ken
which they will sell unusually low for. cash
common size.
And over field and forest glade
ILLIAM SIMPSON & JOHN SIMP
nebunk, until the middle of July, when he
or approved credit.
Sweet flowers by thousands showers.
SON, Executors of the last will of
expects to close at Auction, if he should have
—among them are—
George Simpson, late of York, in said coun
Blue, Black, Olive, Green, Steel Mixed and any article remaining.
How lovely thy creation is 1
ty, yeoman, deceased, having presented their The Library will contain nearly all the new Brown BROADCLOTHS.
How marvellous, O God !
works
of
merit
as
they
appear
viz.
Voya.
___________
I Hej.likewise,,
concludes to ___
sell _
his House
third account of administration of the estate
How soft the light ! How cool the dew !
ges and Travels—History—-Biography-—Se- ' Laveiider, Drab and Mixed CASSIMERES. ■ and .Store about the same time, unless disof said deceased, for allowance :
Yon heaven, how beautifully blue I
lect Memoirs—the most approved European Merino Ermmètta ; Rouen and Merino Cas- • posed of at private sale.
ORDERED—-That the said executors
How green this velvet sod !
VOL. >
Annuals—Adventures— Tales of unexcep- simeres ; Checked Linen ; Union Drills ;
'
.......................
I He
invites his friends
to call with Cash or
give notice to all persons interested, by
lionable character, fyc. fyc.
j Satin Top and Beaverteens ; Suffolk Drills ; .' j Barter, and they may be assured of his best
All living things again rejoice,
causing a copy of this order to be published
---- ---------- -—:——I Plain and Twilled Stormants ;
Inspired with new desire
endeavors to please.
three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
HE “ Complete Periodical Library” Velveteens Tickings ;
A younger heart beats in my breast—
Kennebunk, May 11,1833.
Gazette,
printed
at
Kennebunk,
in
said
coun

Thanks for this dwelling place so blest,
and
will
be
found
indispensable
to
al!
lovi
English,
French
and
American
Calicoes
;
ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court ers of good reading, in town or country. Ev- i French Printed and Silk Muslins ;
| Rushed
O Thou ! Creation’s sire 1
Real' Estate for ^ale.
to be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on ery number will contain 48 pages, in a size i Oriental Stripes ; Pink, Buff & striped En31
Thanks, thanks ! I feel thy favor—feel
the first Monday in August next, ar. ten of the expresfely adapted for binding, when the book gli^h Ginghams ; Raw Silk, Merino, Thibet
f|NHE subscriber offers for sale 'i |oo'tbeMi
How much life's boon is worth !
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if |! is
-Sthat
well
known
valuable
; printed with type so large as' aud Valentia Shawls ; Black Gro de Swiss ;
And while'sb many a flower adorns
rMStOE
any they have, why the said account should notcompleted
Farm on which he now lives in I ■
to fatigtie the weakest eye. Its immense Oro de Nap’s ; Italian and Lustring Silks ;
Kd°l-,iar®i
My pathway—though the rose has thorns not be allowed.
W
’
ells,
lying
on
a
beautiful
stream
size will enable the Editor to crowd any com-! Ool’d Gro de Nap’s and Satin Super Silks
I’m happy here on earth.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
of water ¿ailed Little River, and containing j rest will be
mon sized hook into two numbers, frequently ) for dres§es ; Ladies Corded Robes ;
A true copy—
jin uupai'l
about
one hundred acres of excellent land.
No storm, no lightning-flash hath scathed
into one. New works will thus be despatched While Dimoty ; Plaid and Corded Cambric j
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
My ripening fields, O Lord !
Said Farm has a comfortable House and Barn < >r discontin
as
they
arrive
from
Europe,
and
sent
off
Muslin
for
Dresses
;
Furniture,
Dimoty
;
June
1.
u,dil aH
My days are like some tranquil rill:
standing on it, also a thrifty orchard of about ;I
fresh to its patrons. The subscriber in Mis- Bleached Shirtings and Sheetings ;
Thou lay’st no burden on, or still
one hundred beautiful apple-trees and a good
Jiepublisliet
souri
will
be
brought
as
it
were
to
the
very.I
White
Cambric
and
Cambric
Musiins>;
To the Honorable County Commissioners for
Dost fitting strength accord.
|
rect-or in alD
fountain of literature. Works printed in j Blain and Figured Swiss and Book Muslins ; privilege for a saw-mill.
the County of York.
ALSO—about ten acres of good Salt- i rjetl for '
How blest am 11 O, what a theme
this
library will be furnished to him, when, j Nesting and Bobbinett Laces ;
ESPECTFULLY
represent
the
subscri

Marsh
situated
in
said
Wells
adjoining
the
For pride and praise is ours !
bers, that in order to accommodate the without it, he would be wholly unable to-'Blain and Wrought Bobbinett Bordering ;
parsonage Marsh. Said Marsh produces ;i- I
Lo ! Spring descendeth to renew
procure them. A book that will cost us six !j Quilling ; Tatting and Edging ;
mis
public
travel between South Berwick and
bout ten tons of; excellent Hay annually. ’ ■
Our lives and pleasures all—and strew
I
Blk.
Silk
Hdkfs.
and
Cravats
;
"
Great Falls, arid Kennebunk and Kennebunk- dollars to import, can be re-printed and disAny
one
wishing
to
purchase
real
estate
will
Our garden? pots with flowers.
WELL
Port, it is desirable that an immediate altera tributed to subscribers,-owing to oiir peculiar Bombazine and Satin Stocks ;
do well to call and see, as the subscriber will
Miss Sarah
Is earth then but the prelude, say,
tion be made in the road leading from Col. facilities, for about twenty or thirty cents, Fancy, Barrage, Arapbam, Silk and Crape sell on reasonable terms.
Of yonder home above ?
jI e|y cotnai
Hayes' tavern in Berwick, by Doughty’s Falls with the impoitant addition of its being/resh Hdkfs. ; Leopold Cravats ;
JOHN CLARK.
Jacoyett Cambric Cravats ;
O God. !—it makes my heart beat high !
Bdelp/ya
and Wells Village to Cole’s corner in Wells— and new.
Wells,
May
t,
1833.
5vv.?
How glorious is that Heaven where I
We shall give near 2,500 pages annually, Silk, Flag, Pongee and Cotton Hdkfs. ;
I thMf.Jon'
We
therefore
pray
that
due
notice
may
be
Yet hope to hymn thy love.
, jtdty- Oi
given, and that such alterations be made in equal to fifty common sized books ! Every Ladies Printed Muslin and Imitation Linen
WMTED
imtn
said road as in your opinion the public good work published in the Librury.willbe complete Pocket Hdkfs.; Ladies Marble, Super. White
But if ordained to sing that bliss,
T>Y the subscribers, immediate-^ Ii Paul
in itself. A title page will be given with and Col’d. Cotton Hose ; Ladies Worsted
Lt that no
requires.
With prouder worthier lay,
L’ ior a vessel °f 400 Tons,each volume, so that the subscriber, if he Hose ; Gent. Worsted and Cotton £ Hose ;
take pl£
Spare,, spare my life a while—ah do 1—
SAMUEL LORD, and many others.
AOWw'Wales’ Knees> Beams, and Moult? i; i jo
please, may sell, or give it away, without in Ladies Kid and Silk Gloves ,;
This earth is thy creation too
,r Was act i
Ti
mber.
jury
to
any
ofthe
others;
or
it
may
be
bound
Gent
’
s
Kid
and
Linen
Gloves;
And here I’d fain grow grey.
iss Ursula I
STATE OF MAINE.
Also, a few Large.Risings.
at the pleasure of the subscriber.
Webb and Silk Braces ; Blk. French Crape ;
; jwyed with
York, ss.—Jit a regular session of the County upThis
Here many a fetter binds my heart,
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
work presents an extraordinary fea Bombazine and Bombazette ;
j | between th
Commissioners of said County of York, be ture, unknown to any other periodical in the Green Col’d Orleans Stripe and Florences
Oppressed with little sorrow ;
Kennebunk Landing/?
Friends have I, true in death and life ;
gun and holden at Jllfred, within and for country. Thè subscription price may be for
'
I S) two of th
April
26,
1833.
<
bonnets ; Super. 11 Braid and B. B. Straw
And blooming babes, and loving wife ;
, I Connection
said County, on the third Tuesday of May, considered a mere loan for a year, as the Bonnets
;
Misses
Straw
Bonnets
;
And store against to-morrow.
A. D. 1833.
I nship- Ui
work, at the year’s end, will sell for cost, and Leghorn Flats ; Rich Garnitures ;
i :fe ofthe fir
N the foregoing petition ordered, that the in many parts of the United States it will Cap and Gauze Ribbons ;
The stream of life throughout my veins
rg’HIS beautiful and tlior- I I perior intell
petitioners give notice that the said bring double its original cost to the subscri Blk. and Col’d. Lustring, Satin and Tafita
Still rushes warm and strong ;
-fi
ough bred YOUNG j i rhaps uneq
And still as when a blooming boy,
Commissioners will meet at'the Widow Lit
ber.

Ribbons ; Pongees and Silk Camblets ;
i d shrewd nt
BLOOD HORSE, is of an
My heart beats-wild with worldly joy
tlefield’s Tavern in Wells, on the second
The works published in “ The Complete Brown Shirtings and Sheetings ;
irityofher
Oh ! may I prove it long ’
elegant dark chestnut color,
Tuesday of July next, at ten o’clock, A. M. Periodical Library” will be of the highest Cotton Checks and Stripes ; Factory Yarn.
black
mane,
tail
and
legs,
with
a
star
and
¡! cellenee of
and
will
then
prpceed
to
view
the
route
for
character,
both
as
regards
the
author
and
his
A
large
assortment
of
Ladies
and
Gen

Hear, hear, my prayer, O God 1
both hind feet partially white, below the pas- , j i irried until
the highway prayed for, and immediately af subject. New works, of approved merit, will tlemen’s SHOES, various qualities ;
This strength, this joy of mine ;
i length ind
tern joints ; 5 years old in June next, 15
ter such view, at some convenient place in he sent out to the Editor by every arrival Gentlemen’s Thin and Thick BOOTS.
Ungrateful they, who dare despise
rattention
the vicinity, will hear the petitioner^ and from Europe, giving him an unlimited field
And deem as smoke all earthly joys,
A splendid assortment of Wrought, Carved, bands high, with a great share of bone and 1 I Ltshealret
muscle. His Grandsire was the unrivalled
Since they are gifts of thine.
those who may object to the*prayer of the to select from, while care will be taken, to Figured and .Common HAIR COMBS.
e remarked
same, said notice to be by causing an attested make his publication equal to any thing of
Gingham and Oil Cloth, Rattan and Whale Horse AMERICAN ECLIPSE that was sold
But Father ! should this of earth
last season, at the age of 18 years, for 9000
| tme to the
copy of said petition and this order thereon the kind in America.
bone UMBRELLAS ;
Appear to thee amiss,
jeksatLyn
dollars. His Dam by the celebrated Mdrgan
to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette, a
The first number will be issued on the 8th
A GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF
Oh let the sin thy pity share
i |r cousin M?
newspaper printed at Kennebunk, three of May inst. and regularly .every Wednesday Cutlery and other Hard Ware • I Horse. She would trot a mile in two min
For thou hast made this world so fair,
On her arri
utes and forty-five seconds and her 15 miles
weeks successively, by posting up the same thereafter, secured in handsome printed cov
And we so rich in bliss !
HOLLOW WJIRJS.
disin Matthi
an hour with ease—and is now valued at $300
in three public places in each ofthe towns of ers, and on fine white paper, at $5 per anfor a brood mare.
i i bachelor,
There comes the gentle spring again
Berwick, South Berwick, North Berwick and num, payable in advance. Clubs remitting ^ron
Iron ’; Steel ; Nail Plates, II. Nail Rods ;
Each field and forest says—
®oo „,:
i...supplied
----- 1- i with ..five copies
• for tliM Shoe Shapes ; Hoops and Cut Nails.
! ntion to his
LORD CABOT will stand the eristrin*
Wells in said county, and by causing the $20
willii be
There she comes in splendor clad !
tisin Ursula
season at his stable in Biddeford, for the usé
town clerks of said towns respectively to be sum ; agents at the same rate.
a good selection of
Creation smiles, the earth is glad—, 1 cuts to brin.
served with the same, the first of said publi Address
of mares—where persons desirous of aiding
T. K. GREENBANK,
O God, prolong my days !
cations and each of the other notices to be
in the improvement of the breed of Horses
I rally won It
No. 9, Franklin Place,
are invited^ to call and examine him.
A quantity of
thirty days at least, before the said second
I ,irs, and aft<
Philadelphia.
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
i and and eaj
Tuesday of July, that all persons and corpo
TERMS—seven dollars to warrant a foal,
Subscriptions received at this office.
d?’ To v
rations interested may then and there shew
all mares disposed of within a year will be
— SUCH AS—
Evils of Spirit drinking in Great Britain.— cause,
charged as with foal.
if any they have, why the prayfir of T IFE of the SAVIOUR, by H. Ware, Bureaus, Common and Fancy Chairs,
! il'nt said at
It has been estimated, that the cost of dis said
petition should not be granted.
Hui attem|
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
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: Jld not sp(
WILLIAM LORD.
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Kennebunk, Feb. 3, 1832.
house.—“
[Translated from the Dutch of Tottens.]
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